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Use body percussion, 

instruments and voices.  

 

and their rests. 
Explore the time signatures of 

2/4, 3/4 and 4/4.  

 

Internalise, keep and move in 

time with a steady beat in 4/4, 

3/4 and 2/4 time.  

 

Find and keep a steady beat.  

 

Listen and copy more complex 

rhythmic patterns by ear or from 

notation.  

 

Copy back more complex 

melodic patterns.  

 

Copy back and improvise with 

rhythmic patterns using minims, 

crotchets, quavers and their 

equivalent rests.  

 

Copy back and improvise 

simple rhythmic patterns using 

semibreves, minims, dotted 

crotchets, crotchets, quavers 

Talk about the style of 

the music.  

 

Share their thoughts and 

feelings about the music 

together. 

 Find the beat or groove 

of the music. Invent 

different actions to move 

in time with the music. 

 

 Talk about what the 

song or piece of music 

means.  

 Talk about the style of 

the music. 

 

 Identify and describe 

their feelings when 

hearing the music, 

including why they like or 

don’t like the music. 

  
 Use appropriate musical 

language to describe 

and discuss the music. 

 Start to use musical 

concepts and elements 

more confidently when 

talking about the music. 

 

Recognise that some 

instruments are band 

instruments and some 

are orchestral 

instruments. 

 

  
Identify specific 

instruments if they can. 

 

 Talk about where the 

music fits into the world.  

 

 Think about and discuss 

why the song or piece of 

music was written and 

what it might mean. 

 

 Discuss the style of the 

music and any other 

music they have heard 

that is similar. 

Sing as part of a choir 

and in unison.  

 

Have a go at singing 

a solo. 

Demonstrate good 

singing posture.  

 

Sing the unit songs 

from memory.  

 

Sing with attention to 

clear diction.  

 

Sing more 

expressively, with 

attention to breathing 

and phrasing. 

 

  
Discuss what the song 

or piece of music 

might be about. 

 

 Follow the leader or 

conductor 

confidently.  

 

Sing with attention to 

the meaning of the 

words.  

 

Listen for being ‘in 

time’ or ‘out of time’, 

with an awareness of 

following the beat. 

 

 Perform actions 

confidently and in 

time. 

 

 Sing a widening 

range of unison songs, 

of varying styles and 

structures. 

Rehearse and learn to play a 

simple melodic instrumental 

part, by ear or from notation, 

in C major, F major, G major 

and E major.  

 

. 
 Develop facility in playing 

tuned percussion or a melodic 

instrument, such as the violin or 

recorder. 

  
 Play a part on a tuned 

instrument by ear or from 

notation. 

 

  
 Play the instrumental part 

they are comfortable with and 

swap when appropriate.  

 

Treat instruments carefully and 

with respect.  

 

 Play the right notes with 

secure rhythms. 

 

 Play together as a group 

while keeping the beat. 

  
 Listen to and follow musical 

instructions from a leader. 

 

 Play their instruments with 

good posture and technique 

 Explore improvisation within a 

major scale, using the notes: C, 

D, E C, D, E, F, G C, D, E, G, A G, 

A, B G, A, B, D, E G, A, B, C, D F, 

G, A F, G, A, C, D 

 

 Structure musical ideas (eg 

using echo or 'question and 

answer' phrases) to create music 

that has a beginning, middle 

and end.  

 

 When improvising, follow a 

steady beat and stay ‘in time’. 

 

  
 Become more skilled in 

improvising; perhaps try more 

notes and rhythms, including 

rests or silent beats.  

 

. 
 Think about creating music with 

‘phrases’ made up of notes, 

rather than simply lots of notes 

played one after the other 
  

Create a simple melody using 

crotchets, minims and perhaps paired 

quavers: C, D C, D, E C, D, E, G C, D, E, 

G, A  

 

Start and end on the note C 

(pentatonic on C). C, D C, D, E C, D, E, 

F C, D, E, F, G  

 

Start and end on the note C (C major). 

F, G F, G, A F, G, A, B♭ F, G, A, B♭, C  

 

Start and end on the note F (F major). 

 

G, A G, A, B G, A, B, D G, A, B, D, E Start 

and end on the note G (pentatonic on 

G). Successfully create a melody in 

keeping with the style of the backing 

track. This could include:  

 

● Composing over a simple chord 

progression  

 

● Composing over a simple groove  

● Composing over a drone. Include a 

home note, to give a sense of an 

ending; coming home. 

Perform their simple composition/s, 

using their own choice of notes. Give 

the melody a shape.  

 

Describe how their melodies were 

created. 

Start to use simple structures within 

compositions, eg introduction, verse 

and chorus or AB form. Use simple 

dynamics.  

 

Create a tempo instruction.  

 

Compose song accompaniments on 

tuned and untuned percussion, using 

known rhythms and note values.  

 

Use simple rhythmic combinations of 

minims, crotchets and paired quavers 

with their corresponding rests to create 

rhythm patterns 

Plan, rehearse and perform for an 

audience a song that has been learnt 

in the lesson, from memory or with 

notation, and with confidence.  

 

 

 Explain why the song was chosen. 

Show their understanding of the 

Musical Spotlight and Social Question, 

and how they have influenced their 

performance.  

 

Follow the leader or conductor.  

 

Talk about the strengths of the 

performance, how they felt and what 

they would like to change.  

 

Introduce the performance with an 

understanding of what the song is 

about and comment on any other 

relevant connections. 

 

 

Include any actions, instrumental 

parts/improvisatory ideas/composed 

passages within the rehearsal and in 

the performance. 

  

 

 Reflect on feelings about sharing and 

performing, eg excitement, nerves, 

enjoyment. 


